
Visit our website to learn more about how we
accelerate the reduction of your technology spend. SystemStream.com

System Stream expense reduction and recovery solutions for technology are powered by PAAS360, the proven 
leading platform in technology spend analytics. Combining actual benchmark technology data, a team of 
negotiation experts, and an unrivaled supplier network allows us to help you achieve optimal technology pricing 
and terms.

What We Do

PAAS360 is an AI and machine learning SaaS-based platform that provides benchmarking insights to identify 
suppliers with whom you can potentially achieve savings. The platform includes the profile of 5,000+ unique 
technology suppliers and consulting companies and 150M+ data points to help accelerate, identify, and quantify 
areas for savings. The platform is secure and compliant with SOC 2, GDPR, and PCI requirements, and offers 98 
API’s to automate and streamline data sharing. We can leverage this platform to produce a benchmark analysis 
within 24-48 hours because we understand that immediate savings is critical.

Spend Analytics Platform

4 Strategic
Modules

With experience working for prominent technology suppliers such as Oracle, Microsoft, Salesforce, IBM, Dell, CA, 
SoftwareONE, Presidio, Cisco, EMC, SAP, VMware, and others, our executive team offers a robust procurement 
knowledgebase and a network of executive-level technology supplier relationships.
We bring experience negotiating $20B+ in technology agreements and a unique combination of 
expertise in procurement, analytics, finance, and sales.

Our expertise, platform, and guidance delivers 15-30% savings on technology agreements.

5,000+ Unique Technology Supplier Profiles • 150M+ Data Points  • Actual (Never Survey) Data  

Our Team

Identifies specific projects that will produce 
substantial savings. These savings are then tracked 
against business units, departments, budgets, or cost 
centers.
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Forecast
Estimates indirect spend category and line item 
savings as well as intelligent improvement 
opportunities and recommended actions.

Benchmark

Identifies spending trends and savings 
opportunities across multiple categories of spend. 
This level of data analysis can only come from 
proper data preparation and ingestion into 
well-architected autonomous databases.

Spend Analysis
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Analyzes various licensing metrics and costs to a 
depth no other platform can match. This level of 
contract intelligence assists in more favorable 
negotiation at renewal time.
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